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i have windows 7 installed on a usb external hard drive. i have done an install to the external hard
drive, and then i have done another install to the internal hard drive, which was the original hard

drive. both installations worked fine. i then wanted to copy all my windows 7 files from the
external hard drive to the internal hard drive. i copied all my files and then started my windows 7
and it told me that the system was unable to update the boot file. i tried to repair my computer,

but it was unable to repair it. i tried to update my computer, but it was unable to update it. i tried
to repair my computer again, but it was unable to repair it again. i tried to update my computer

again, but it was unable to update it again. i then unplugged my external hard drive and plugged it
back in, but i could not use my windows 7 any more. i then unplugged my internal hard drive and
plugged it back in, but i could not use my windows 7 any more. i then unplugged my usb external
hard drive and plugged it back in, but i could not use my windows 7 any more. i've just run into

the same thing. my xp is working fine. my vista is working fine. but my windows 7 is not. i have an
acer aspire 5530 with a geforce 8800 gt and an intel ich10 (i810). i cannot get the nvidia drivers to

install even after many attempts to get the drivers from nvidia. i've tried both the 32 and 64 bit
driver. i've tried putting the cd in the drive and installing, i've tried "automated install", i've tried it
all. no dice. i just upgraded to windows 7 for the first time, and i'm having a bit of a problem with
file transfer over my network. while transferring a large file from my workstation to a server, the

file would stop transferring at about 8 mb, then start to download again. i was wondering if anyone
else had this problem, and what they did to resolve it.
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i have run into the problem where i
am required to copy a folder in

windows. i have downloaded the
slow and fast methods in this

thread. the slow method works,
but i am unable to use the fast

method. the fast method worked in
windows xp, but not in windows 7.

i have a network of 400+
workstations, and for some reason,

on my client's server (2003
server), the windows 7 clients can't
properly connect to the server. the
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clients are networked together on
a subnet within the same subnet

as the server. windows 7 is
detecting the network as existing

but cannot connect to it. the server
is on an isolated subnet. i have
checked the firewall and it is
disabled. i'm running the cmd

utility in windows and have
encountered a problem. it appears
to be that the first drive is mapped
to the letter z. the mapping started

when i installed the os and has
never been changed. i'm not sure
what the problem is, but i have
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tried to repair the registry and it
has not worked. in that i have tried
to remove the z drive and then re-
add it, and then try to repair the

registry. i have tried both using hk
ey_local_machine\software\microso

ft\windows
nt\currentversion\winlogon and hk
ey_local_machine\system\currentc
ontrolset\control\session manager\
wdigest\parameters\system, and it
won't work. i have tried to edit the
registry directly, and it won't work.
i have also tried the repair option,

and it won't work. i have tried
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using the cmd utility to repair the
registry, and it won't work. i have
tried using both the regedit and

the default cmd program to repair
the registry, and it won't work. i

have tried to find the registry key
and change the mapping, and it
won't work. i have also tried to

change the mapping back to c, and
it won't work. i have tried to run
the cmd utility as administrator,

and it won't work. i have also tried
to run the cmd utility as the

administrator as a work around,
but it still won't work. i am at a
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loss as to what i can do at this
point. i have looked around online
and have not found anyone with

this problem. it's been a long time
since i had this problem, and i'm

not sure if i have just missed
something. 5ec8ef588b
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